The Links @ Thistledown
Hole #1 - Par 2 - 41yds

An “easy” start to your round. The play is a slight draw
around the Maple Tree but be careful, OB is only a few
paces to the left of the pin. Lots of room to the right
but heavy rough will make Par a challenge

Hole #4 - Par 2 - 38yds

A large green to land your ball on offers an excellent
chance at birdie. Distance control is critical on this hole
as the large open area makes the distance deceiving.
Play right at the pin with a high, soft approach and
make a birdie.

Hole #2 - Par 2 - 43yds

Have an extra ball ready because if you hit this one too
hard, you will be OB. The ideal play is a slight fade into
the pin. The green offers a large landing area along the
tree line, but if you bail out right, expect to make a
bogey from the thick rough.

Hole #5 - Par 3 - 68yds

The 1st Par 3. An overhanging branch prevents you
from going at the pin. The play is a sweeping hook out
to the right and wrap it back to the fairway. Landing in
the fairway offers a great chance at birdie. Anywhere
else, enjoy the rough.

Hole #3 - Par 2 - 43yds

An elevated tee shot to the green. The green offers a
generous landing area left of the pin, and a fade
starting at the center of the green will serve you well.
Avoid going right of the pin as it is protected by the
heaviest rough on the course.

Hole #6 - Par 2 – 32yds

The shortest hole on the course, but maybe the
hardest. Trees prevent the ball from elevating and the
green is undulating. A low punch is the only play, but
OB lingers down the left side so stay right. The most
difficult chipping hole makes getting it close critical.

The Links @ Thistledown
Hole #7 - Par 2 - 39yds

The smallest landing area on the course. The hole is
guarded by 2 levels of rough and anything short or
long is going to cause problems. Miss to the right of
the pin and give yourself at a chance at the par.

Hole #8 - Par 2 - 48yds

“Carangelo Corner”. The longest Par 2 creates several
challenges. The high rough to the right and a swale to
the left give very little room for error on this hole. Miss
left and you find yourself at the bottom of the hill.
Miss right, long, or short and you are in the thick stuff

Hole #9 - Par 3 – 88yds

An 88 yard Par 3 with a split fairway. Playing the ball to
the right side offers an excellent view at the pin and
allows an aggressive approach. The longer are on the
left is risk/reward. Miss the fairway and you have little
room from that angle to land close to the pin.

